The most common mode of inference for order restricted models is likelihood inference. See T. Robertson, F. T. Wright, and R. L. Dykstra (1988,``Order Restricted Statistical Inference,'' Wiley, New York) for an excellent treatment of inference in such models. In this paper we demonstrate that maximum likelihood estimation and likelihood ratio testing are prone to behavior that is somewhat unintuitive and unappealing to our sensibilities for many order restricted models. From a practical standpoint this behavior sometimes is cause enough for us to seek alternative procedures. For restrictions to a simple order cone, likelihood inference is satisfactory. However, if, for example, the restrictions are of the tree order type, umbrella order, star-shaped order, or stochastic order, then likelihood methods seem to have some shortcomings. General results will identify when likelihood methods are potentially wanting.
INTRODUCTION
Order restricted inference has been researched and practiced for the last 40 50 years. The two books which serve as major references for the subject are Barlow, Bartholomew, Brenner and Brunk (1972) and Robertson, Wright, and Dykstra (1988) (RWD) . Hundreds of research papers, many of which can be traced through the bibliographies of these books, have been published on this topic. Most often, but not entirely, inference is based on likelihood methodology. That is, parameter estimation is most often done by maximum likelihood and tests of hypotheses are done by likelihood ratio tests (LRTs). Likelihood methodology is the primary approach used in the basic references above. Control  5  11  1  17  Treatment  3  8  4  15  8 1 9 5 In this study we will indicate models and conditions under which the likelihood approach is satisfactory and can be recommended. We will also indicate models and conditions under which the likelihood approach may be less satisfactory and either caution must be exercised before its use or an alternative approach may be more desirable. It is somewhat surprising that for many popular models and many typical order restrictions on the parameters, the likelihood approaches sometimes lack an important practical property.
Before embarking on the formal development we give examples of the types of issues which can arise and that will be addressed.
Example 1. This example appears in Cohen and Sackrowitz (1998) and was the motivating factor in undertaking this study. The example involves an experiment to compare a treatment with a control when the responses are ordered and categorical. More precisely, the cell entries in Table I represent a single possible sample point in a sample space consisting of 6-tuples.
The cell entries in Table II represent another sample point. One wishes to test the null hypothesis that there is no difference between treatment and control versus the alternative that treatment is``better'' than control. If one had a choice of placing one of the two sample points above in the critical region our sensibilities tell us to choose the sample point of Table I. Assume the model where the control group frequencies and treatment frequencies follow independent multinomial distributions with cell probabilities p
(1) =( p 11 , p 12 , p 13 )$ for control and p (2) =( p 21 , p 22 , p 23 )$ for treatment. Suppose it is desired to test H 0 : p (1) =p (2) versus H 1 &H 0 , where H 1 is that the distribution for treatment is stochastically larger than for control; i.e., p (2) p (1) Table II is created from Table I by moving five control cases from``same'' to``some improvement'' and five treatment cases from``some improvement'' to``same''! The LRT statistic for Table I is 2.777 and for  Table II the LRT statistic is 22.652. The program of Agresti and Coull (1998) yields conditional p-values (for fixed margins) of 0.169 for Table I  and 0.019 for Table II . Indeed if one were testing at size :=0.05, the sample point of Table II would be the point chosen for the critical region. This seems to contradict intuition and suggests that the LRT may be unsatisfactory for this problem based on practical considerations.
Example 2. Company A is evaluating two of its programs to increase SAT scores. The company does a study with equal numbers in treatment groups and in a control group. They determine average test scores for each of the three groups denoted by (X A1 , X A2 , X C ). They wish to test the null hypothesis that the mean test scores for each group, namely (+ A1 , + A2 , + C ) are equal versus the tree order alternative + A1 + C , + A2 + C , with at least one strict inequality. For the sake of this example normality and known equal variances _ 2 Ân=144, are assumed. Consider the following three possible sample points.
X A1
X A2 X C S 1 (1124.00, 1110.00, 1096.00) S 2 (1124.00, 1096.00, 1096.00) S 3 (1124.00, 1089.00, 1096.00)
Intuitively among these three points one would assign them to the critical region in the order S 1 , S 2 , S 3 . Yet the p-values of the LRT corresponding to S 1 , S 2 , S 3 are 0.134, 0.083, 0.044, respectively. Here again testing at level :=0.05, only S 3 would be put in the critical region.
This represents another situation where the LRT may be unsatisfactory based on practical grounds. We will be able to formally identify what the difficulty is with the LRT for this and many other order restricted alternatives. In each of the above examples the parameters are constrained by a number of inequalities. Maximum likelihood estimation in this tree order model exhibits behavior that would also raise concerns. The MLEs for the amount of improvement, namely +^A 1 &+^C and +^A 2 &+^C are (28, 14) for S 1 , (28, 0) for S 2 and (31.5, 0) for S 3 . Glancing at these MLEs suggests that S 3 represents a stronger indication of effective treatment than S 2 . We regard such an observation as one for concern.
In the first example we have cell probabilities such that p 11 p 21 , p 11 + p 12 p 21 + p 22 . In the second example we have means + A1 , + A2 , + C such that + A1 + C , + A2 + C . When we observe one data set that exhibits these inequalities to a greater degree than a second data set, our instincts tell us that the first data set is making the stronger statement and this often should be reflected in our inference procedures. The intuitive notion that any reasonable inference procedure should``behave in this intuitive fashion,'' can and will be made precise below. When a procedure behaves in the opposite way (i.e., our inference reverses the intuitive ordering of data points) as was the case for the likelihood methods used in the above examples, it suggests that a careful examination is needed and possibly an alternative to likelihood inference should be considered. In Example 1 the LRT was somewhat counterintuitive and yielded a reversal of what we would desire. In Example 2 the sample point S 1 reflects in a sense the inequalities more strongly than S 2 . Yet our inferences did the reverse of what our intuition suggests. The notion of reversal for estimators and reversal for test procedures will formally be defined in the next section. Some but not all inference procedures that reverse may be wanting from a practical point of view.
The above two examples are illustrations of possibly suspect behavior of likelihood methodology. This behavior is not a quirk but inherent to the likelihood process for many order restricted parameter models. Now let X 1 , ..., X k be independent with X i having density function f(x | + i ) where the parameter + i is the mean. In many of the most common order restricted parameter space models (including our two examples), the stated constraints are equivalent to linear restrictions on the means. In particular, they typically take the form
where b i # R k , 1 is some index set, and ( } , } ) denotes inner product. If x and y are two sample points such that
for all i # 1 with strict inequality for some i,
then sometimes our sensibilities tell us that y exhibits a greater level of agreement with (1.1) than does x. Therefore we want any estimator of +, call it d( } ), to be such that
Also we would want our test procedures, for testing ( b i , +) =0 for all i # 1 versus (1.1) but not H 0 , oftentimes to assign a lower p-value to y than to x. A procedure that adheres to the principle expressed in (1.2) and (1.3) will be said to preserve order. Violation of the principle can occur in two forms. One violation is when there exist sample points x, y satisfying (1.2) for which
) for all i # 1 with strict inequality for some i # 1. This type of violation is called a reversal of order. For a test the violation would assign a lower p-value to x than to y. A less serious violation for estimators is when we have neither a reversal of order nor preservation of order.
In the important cases of exponential family distributions, and the normal distribution in particular, the projection of an observed sample point onto [+: (1.1) holds] plays a fundamental role in the construction of likelihood based procedures. Following some preliminaries in Section 2, we give properties of these projections as they relate to the notions of preservation and reversal in Section 3. In Section 4, these results are related to likelihood inference procedures. Section 5 contains applications to many of the common models of order restricted inference. All proofs of results are in Section 6. To indicate the consequences of the conclusions we summarize some of the findings.
The family of models that is, perhaps, most central to order restricted inference is characterized by so-called pairwise contrasts, that is restraints of the form (1.1) where each vector b consists of one +1 element, one &1 element, and all 0's for the remaining elements. This includes the important simple order, tree order, unimodal (or umbrella) and matrix order which we define in Section 5. These are all discussed and analyzed in RWD (1988) . One main result states that if in (1.3) there are exactly (k&1) b i 's and that they are linearly independent, then among the family of models noted, the MLEs have the preservation property only for the case of simple order. Another interesting and important result is that for the tree and umbrella orders MLEs and LRTs often reverse! In fact reversals occur for all such pairwise contrast cones of this paragraph except the simple order cone. (There are only some minor sample space constraints.) Still further for the star-shaped order, which is not among the models noted, the LRT may or may not reverse depending on the distribution andÂor sample sizes under consideration.
We remark that reversals of the LRT are not always bad. M. Perlman (1998) has provided us with the following example: Let XtN(+, I ) where X is a 2_1 vector. Test H 0 : +=0 vs H 1 "H 0 where H 1 : + # C and C is the cone with extreme rays through (0, &100)$ and (1, 100)$. Then according to the definitions of Section 2, sample points x=(0, 100)$ and y=(0, 0)$ lead likelihood inference to reverse and yet the likelihood inference makes sense. Reversals in Examples 1 and 2 however violate our sensibilities and suggest a quest for alternative inference procedures.
We further remark that Lee (1988) recognized a shortcoming of maximum likelihood estimation for the tree order model. Hwang and Das Peddada (1994) study alternative estimators to MLEs in order restricted models. Gro mping (1996) also notes that a reasonable requirement of a test procedure is that it does not reverse.
PRELIMINARIES
A convex cone is a subset C of R k such that if x, y # C, then * 1 x+* 2 y # C for all * 1 0, * 2 0. A closed convex cone induces a preordering C as follows: x C y if and only if y&x # C. Throughout the paper we always assume the cone C is closed and convex. The cone is pointed if x # C and &x # C imply x=0. In this latter case the preordering becomes a partial ordering (since now x y and y x together imply x=y). See Marshall and Olkin (1979), p. 424. A function W(x): R k Ä R is said to be cone order monotone with respect to the cone C (COM[C]) if whenever x C y, W(x) W(y). The cone order monotone property has appeared in Robertson and Wegman (1978) . It has been called ISO by Robertson and Wright (1982) . The notion has been used to study power function behavior by Mukerjee, Robertson, and Wright (1986) and by Raubertas, Lee, and Nordheim (1986) .
The positive dual of a convex cone C relative to R k is the closed, convex cone defined as
where ( } , } ) is a fixed inner product in R k . A known identity is (C*)*=C for C a closed convex cone.
Let 0 denote the linear span of C*. Let H be the orthocomplement of 0 in R k . Note any x # R k can be expressed uniquely as x=x 0 +x H where x 0 is the projection of x onto 0 and x H is the projection of x onto H. Also note that, essentially by definition, ( b, x) =0 for all b # C* and x # H. Thus x # H implies x # (C*)*=C. Hence H/C. Now define
Since C is a closed convex cone and 0 is a linear subspace this implies that K is a closed convex cone. Furthermore we have Lemma 2.1. C=K Ä H and K is a pointed convex cone.
A simple example is the following: Let C=[+ # R 2 : + 1 &+ 2 0]. Then C* consists of the ray from the origin passing through (1, &1)$, H is the equiangular line and K=C*. C is not pointed but K is pointed.
Lemma 2.1 implies the following:
Lemma 2.2. C* Ä H$C if and only if C*$K.
Next we define the projection of x onto C, denoted by P(x | C), as the unique closest point of C to x in the sense of Euclidean distance. (See RWD, 1988, p. 374.) We utilize Theorem 8.2.7 of RWD (1988) which we now state as Lemma 2.3. Let C be a closed convex cone in R k , and let x, u # R k . Then u=P(x | C), (that is, u is the unique projection of x onto C) if and only if u # C and
At this point using C=K Ä H, it is easily seen that
Here x=x 0 +x H . Similarly
It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that
We are now prepared to define the notion of preservation in terms of projections. The notion however is not reserved for projection but would apply to any operator defined on R k . Definition 2.1. Suppose for every pair x, y, each lying in R k such that x C y, we have P(x | C) C P(y | C). Then P( } | C) is said to have the preservation property with respect to (w.r.t.) the cone C. We note that P( } | C) has the preservation property w.r.t. C if and only if P( } | K) has the preservation property w.r.t. K.
The preservation property has appeared in Corollary 2.3 in Robertson and Wright (1982) .
Before defining the notion of reversal let us define strict inequality relative to the given preordering C . For x, y # R k , we say x< C y, if y&x # C and x&y Â C. If C is pointed this would be equivalent to x y and x{y.
Definition 2.2. The projection P( } | C) is said to have the reversal property w.r.t. C if there exist x, y # R k such that x C y and P(x | C)> C P(y | C).
It can happen that C is a cone for which projection neither preserves nor reverses. This is because u C v is a preordering and some pairs u, v, such as u=P(x | C) and v=P(y | C), may not be comparable, even though x and y are comparable.
Before concluding this section, we remark that the lack of the COM[C] property of a function W(x) on R k is analogous to the notion of reversal. This is so since W(x) not being COM[C] means there exists a pair x C y for which W(x)>W(y).
GENERAL RESULTS ON PROJECTIONS
Theorem 3.1. Let C=K Ä H be a closed convex cone in R k . Then P( } | C) has the reversal property w.r.t. C if and only if C* $ 3 K.
Our next theorem is concerned with the preservation property. First we need to define a polyhedral cone. Consider the set
Here and below B is the m_k matrix whose ith row is b i . Such a set is a polyhedral cone and b i , i=1, 2, ..., m are the generators of C*. Thus C* consists of all elements x # R k that can be represented as x=
We will tacitly assume that the set of generators [b i , i=1, 2, ..., m] are non-redundant; i.e., no proper subset of the set of b i determines C. The following result shows that projection can have the preservation property w.r.t. C only when C is polyhedral of the form (3.1).
Theorem 3.2. Let C be an arbitrary closed, convex pointed cone in R k . Suppose P( } | C) has the preservation property w.r.t. C. Then C is a polyhedral cone.
We remark that the assumption of pointed imposes no real restriction on C. If C is not pointed the statement still applies, since K is pointed and preservation w.r.t. C is equivalent to preservation w.r.t. K. Theorem 3.3. Let C be a polyhedral cone as defined in (3.1). Then P( } | C) has the preservation property w.r.t. C if and only if
Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 combined pin down those cones for which P( } | C) has the preservation property.
Since C is polyhedral, as in (3.1), it follows also K=C & 0 is a polyhedral cone. Thus C=K Ä H with K as a pointed polyhdral cone (see Lemma 2.1). Let [a 1 , a 2 , ..., a p ] be a set of non-redundant generators of the pointed polyhedral cone K (thus a j # K/0). In connection with Theorem 3.1, note that
would be an equivalent way of expressing the non-reversal condition K/C*. In other words, P( } | C) does not have the reversal property if and only if (3.3) holds.
It is interesting to note, immediately from the Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, that if P( } | C) has the preservation property w.r.t. C, then C cannot possibly have the reversal property. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that (3.2) implies (3.3). On the other hand, C not having the reversal property does not imply that C has the preservation property. That is, (3.3) does not imply (3.2) .
In light of the fact that (3.2) implies (3.3) one might think of preservation as strong preservation and (3.3), the lack of a reversal, as weak preservation.
An interesting aside concerns the case where (3.1) is such that m=k and the b i 's are linearly independent. In such a case the b i 's can be regarded as the rows of a matrix B. The condition (3.2) then means that BB$ is an M-matrix which implies (BB$) &1 =AA$ is such that all its off-diagonal elements are non-negative. (See Tong, 1990 , p. 78.) Thus the fact that (3.2) implies (3.3) seems to be a more general result than Fact 4.3.3 of Tong (1990) .
Another useful and handy theorem in connection with preservation is the following: A particularly useful consequence of Theorem 3.4 is Theorem 3.5. Let C be given by (3.1) and assume C has a non-empty interior. Further assume P( } | C) has the preservation property w.r.t. C. Then b 1 , ..., b m are linearly independent. Hence m k. Moreover, m=k if C is also a pointed cone.
Theorem 3.4 is extremely helpful in identifying cones for which P( } | C) can possibly have the preservation property. Many of the cones that are referred to in applications are contrast cones (i.e., they are of the form (3.1) with (1, b i ) =0 for all i) with m=(k&1) linearly independent b i 's.
Such contrast cones C are important candidates for P( } | C) to have the preservation property. By Theorem 3.3, this property holds if and only if (3.2) holds. In view of Theorem 3.5, one can immediately rule out any contrast cone C where C* has more than (k&1) generators b i (that is, m k). The next theorem gives a sufficient condition on C which will guarantee that P( } | C) has the reversal property w.r.t. C. Theorem 3.6. Let C, given by (3.1), be a contrast cone and assume that H, the orthocomplement of the span of the b i 's, is one dimensional. Let : r , : s be any two columns of B. Consider the non-zero elements of : r and : s combined. If all of these are of the same sign then P( } | C) has the reversal property w.r.t. C. Theorem 3.6 has important implications for pairwise contrast cones (i.e., cones such that b i 's are vectors and such that ( 1, b i ) =0 and which have exactly two non-zero components). The following corollary dramatically demonstrates just how few polyhedral cones there are in the class of pairwise contrast cones for which P( } | C) does not have the reversal property.
Corollary 3.7. Let C=K Ä H be a pairwise contrast cone for which H is one dimensional. If P( } | C) does not reverse order w.r.t. C, then C is a simple order cone (i.e., C=[+ # R k :
Theorem 3.6 yields the somewhat surprising and critical fact that among many well known and practical pairwise contrast cones C=K Ä H with H one dimensional and b i linearly independent, the simple order cone is the only cone for which P( } | C) preserves order!
RESULTS OF LIKELIHOOD INFERENCE
The general results in the previous section involve the notions of cones and projections. The properties of preserving or reversing order however, are relevant to statistical models where in fact MLEs are projections.
Consider, for now, the statistical model where X 1 , ..., X k are independent with the same exponential family distribution save for their mean parameter + i , i.e., suppose the density (or probability mass function) for 
.2).
The results on preservation and reversal apply to all polyhedral cones providing that the sample space is rich enough to find sample points which can accommodate the requirements for these properties. For example, if X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are three Bernoulli variables with p i as probability of success, then because the sample space is so sparse we need not have a reversal even if C* $ 3 K. A C can be chosen such that there are no sample points x, y, such that y C x.
In addition to the model in (4.1), when X i are normal with means + i and common unknown variance _ 2 , MLEs of + i 's are also projections for any closed convex cone.
Another main issue of this study concerns the LRT of H 0 : B+=0 versus H 1 &H 0 , where H 1 : B+ 0, and B is the matrix whose rows are the b i given in (3.1). We are interested in cases where the LRT is not COM [K] . In the introductory section we gave two examples where this turns out to be the case. A lack of COM[K] for a test procedure may be counterintuitive and undesirable.
Another way to appreciate this is as follows: Suppose C is the cone in There 1=(1, 1, ..., 1) (4.1) .) The same reference can be used to demonstrate that the LRT is always COM[C*] for problem II.
At this point we note a connection between the two problems. Suppose C in (3.1) is a pairwise contrast cone. It follows that when 
APPLICATIONS
In this section we apply the results of the previous sections to cones which have practical importance. These include the simple order cone, the tree cone, the lower and upper star-shaped cones, the umbrella cone, the matrix order cone and the stochastic order cone.
We conclude this section in Subsection 5.7 where discussion is offered for the case of unequal sample sizes.
5.1.
Simple Order Cone. The simple order cone, which reflects monotonicity of parameters, is very important and is assumed in many applied situations. In terms of the mean parameters of the model of (4.1), the cone is
where
Assume the model as given in (4.1). Let X i denote the support of X i and let the sample space be denoted by X=> k i=1 X i . For any sample point x # X, the MLE M(x) of + is P(x | C) so condition (3.2) applied to this model yields that the preservation property holds for MLEs.
Next consider the problem of testing H 0 : B+=0 versus H 1 : + # C"H 0 . This problem is equivalent to testing H 0 : B&=0 versus 
Note here that C* Ä H $ 3 C (in fact, since each generator b i of C* is of the form +=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., &1)$ and thus satisfies + i + k for all i, it follows that C*/C). It also follows that if the support of X is R k (as in the normal case) Theorem 3.1 can be used to imply that MLEs reverse. For other popular continuous models (say gamma, for example) MLEs also reverse. For integer value models such as Poisson, reverses will occur. For binomial B(n, p) models, reversals will occur provided n 3.
In the normal case the fact that the MLE reverses and the fact that the LRT statistic is minimized when 
K is called the lower star-shaped cone. Here condition (3.2) holds and so Theorem 3.3 applies and projections preserve order. The same result holds for the upper star-shaped cone, i.e., [+:
We notice however that C* is not a pairwise contrast cone. Therefore it does not follow that M(x)=P(x | C) for all models in (4.1). When the components of X are independent normal variables with the same unknown variance, the MLEs and projections coincide, so in this case MLEs preserve order. Furthermore for this normal model since +, the vector of means coincides with &, the vector of natural parameters, it also follows, since C*=K, that the LRT is COM [K] .
On the other hand if the components of X are independent Poisson variables and we are dealing with the lower star-shaped cone, it can be shown that MLEs reverse. See Dykstra and Robertson (1982) for the formulas for MLEs in this case. It can also be easily demonstrated that the LRT is not COM[K] in this case. Surprisingly it appears that these results concerning COM[K] do not apply to the upper star shaped cone when the variables are Poisson.
Umbrella Cone. Assume the model in (4.1). Now let
For the umbrella cone, condition (3.3) does not hold so C* ÄH $ 3 C. See Cohen and Sackrowitz (1996b 5.6. Stochastic Order Cone. The model for this application consists of two independent random vectors X 1 =(X 11 , X 12 , ..., X 1k ) and X 2 = (X 21 , ..., X 2k ), where X i is distributed according to the multinomial distribution with parameters (n i , k, p i ). The distribution of X 2 is stochastically greater than or equal to the distribution of X 1 if 
Clearly in this case, strictly speaking C as a parameter space is not a cone since the p ij 's are bounded. Nevertheless, we are interested in the directions specified by the rows of B and those of K. Determination of the cone K is valuable for two reasons. First, from a practical point of view we desire tests which are COM[K]. Second, we recognize, by example (see Example 1 in the first section) that the LRT is not COM [K] . A general result to indicate when this occurs is contingent on the marginal totals and so is not easy to establish.
5.7.
Unequal Sample Sizes. Suppose we consider the model of (4.1), only now we assume that X ij , j=1, 2, ..., n i are random samples of size n i from the ith population, i=1, 2, ..., k. Without assuming any order restrictions on + i the MLEs of + i are X i = ni j=1 X ij Ân i , i=1, 2, ..., k. The issues of reversal, preservation, and COM of the LRT can be addressed for the original cones expressed as in (3.1). We make additional assumptions that insure that the MLE is the weighted projection of X =(X 1 , X 2 , ..., X k )$ onto C. This is the case when X ij are normal or when X ij are not normal and we assume C is a pairwise contrast cone. See RWD (1988, p. 34) .
The sample space now will be the space of sample means. For preservation we require that whenever X C X *, M(X ) C M(X *). For reversals we seek an X C X * such that M(X )> C M(X *).
Since we know that M(X ) is the weighted projection of X onto C, to find this projection we may treat X as normally distributed with mean vector + and covariance matrix (D 2 ) &1 where D is the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is -n i . That is, the weighted projection does not depend on the particular distribution assumed. In light of this consider Y=DX . Then YtN(D+, I) . We proceed to examine the applications considered in Subsections 5.1 5.5. For simple order the matrix B is given in (5.2) and so the relevant matrix for C y is
The rows of B y satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.3 and hence we find that preservation of MLEs hold. In fact for pairwise contrast cones, different sample sizes do not offset preservation. For the tree order cone, B is determined from (5.3) so that
It is easy to see that each row of B y lies in C y which implies that C y * Ä H y C y . (Here H y is orthogonal to the rows of B y .) Furthermore, it can be shown C y * Ä H y {C y . This means, in light of Theorem 3.1, that there are reversals for MLEs.
For the star-shaped cone we remarked earlier that we must restrict ourselves to the case where each X ij is normally distributed with mean + i and common variance. We study the case k=3 since even in this simple case we see that the results depend heavily on the actual values of the n i . The matrix B is given in (5.5) so that
Preservation would be maintained only if 1Ân 1 &1Ân 2 0, i.e., n 1 n 2 . If n 1 <n 2 , then the rows of B y lie in C y so that C y * Ä H/C y and there would be a reversal. For k=3, one needs to check whether (3.2) is true or if not, whether (3.3) is true. Clearly this will vary for different n i 's. Preservation would be maintained if the star-shaped cone of (5.4) is replaced by one defined by
For the umbrella cone and the matrix order cone, it is clear that preservation will not hold for any set of n i 's.
PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose x # K Ä H. Then x=x K +x H for some x K # K and x H # H. Since K=C & 0 C we have x K # C and recall that H C. By convexity of C, x=x K +x H # C.
On the other hand, suppose x # C. We write x=x 0 +x H thus x 0 =x+ (&x H ). Since both x # C and &x H # H C, convexity again implies
To show K is pointed consider any u # C, u{0 such that &u # C. For such a u, ( b, u) 0 and
For the proofs of Theorems 3.1 through 3.3, which are concerned with reversals or preservation of projections, without loss of generality we can assume that H=[0] and so C=K is a pointed k-dimensional cone. This follows in a straightforward manner using (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) along with the fact that the dual of the dual of a closed convex cone is the cone.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 6.1. P(x | C)=0 if and only if x # &C*.
Proof. One has x # &C* if and only if ( x, f) 0 for all f # C. In view of Lemma 2.3, the latter in turn is equivalent to P(x | C)=0.
Proof of Theorem
Sufficiency. Suppose C/ 3 C*; that is, there exists a # C (thus &a C 0) such that a Â C*. Hence, &a Â &C* thus, by Lemma 6.1, P(&a | C){0. Therefore &a C 0 while P(0 | C)=0< C P(&a | C) (since 0 is a minimal element of C). In conclusion, we have a reversal.
Necessity. Suppose there is a reversal. That is, suppose there exist x, y such that x C y and P(x | C)> C P(y | C). Let a=y&x and d= P(x | C)&P(y | C) thus a # C, d # C and d{0. It suffices to show that ( a, d) <0, for, then a, d Â C*. In fact, applying Theorem 8.2.1 in RWD (1988, p. 377), one has that Proof. Suppose x # C and x C y. Since L(y) is an extreme half ray of C and y=x+(y&x) with x # C, y&x # C, it follows that x=:y; y&x=;y with : 0; ; 0, :+;=1 hence 0 : 1. Now we prove Theorem 3.2.
Without loss of generality we may assume that C is a pointed cone in R Since C is pointed there exists a d{0 such that
We may as well assume that &d&=1. Consider the compact subset D of
Every half ray L(u) in C is of the form L(a) for some unique a # D. Let further
is an extreme half ray of C].
Thus in proving that C is polyhedral, it suffices to show that E is a finite set. Let e # E be fixed thus &e& 2, from (6.2). Now consider a point
Since O(a 0 , r)/C one has x C e. Since projection preserves order w.r.t. C and P(e | C)=e, it follows that P(x | C) C e. From Lemma 6.2, P(x | C)= #e for some 0 # 1. As stated in RWD (1988, p. 376),
Using the latter, we find that
Since e&x # O(a 0 , r), we have from (6.1) that &e&x&<2. It follows that (1&#) 2 (1&#) &e& &e&x&<2; therefore #>0.
In summary, we have shown, for e # E, that every point x # O(e&a 0 , r) projects onto the open half ray L(e)=[#e : #>0]. Hence, for distinct points e 1 , e 2 in E, the sets O(e 1 &a 0 , r) and O(e 2 &a 0 , r) must be disjoint, in fact disjoint open balls, each of radius r>0. Since E is a bounded set, so is e # E O(e&a 0 , r). Hence E must be a finite set.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Necessity. Given that P( } | C) has the preservation property w.r.t. C we need to show that (3.2) holds. Suppose not. That is, suppose there exist distinct generators of C*, say b and d such that ( b, d) >0. Define F b to be the (k&1) dimensional face for which b is the inner normal, thus,
Since w Â F b but w # C, we have
and so 2>0.
Next we note that P(x | C)=w since w # C and w satisfies (2.3) and (2.4); that is,
Next note that since ( b, x) =(b, w&2d) =0, x is on the hyperplane, say Sufficiency. In this case we assume condition (3.2) holds and we prove that P(x | C) C P(y | C), assuming x C y.
To start we note that preservation is trivially true when P(x | C)=0. Also the case where x # C is trivial. Thus we may assume that P(x | C){0 and x Â C. Next, it suffices to prove preservation for the case y Â int C; that is, either y Â C or y # C, the boundary of C. Namely suppose that y # int C. Let y* denote the unique point where the line segment [y, x] meets C. Thus y* # C and y*=#y+(1&#) x, 0<#<1. Then y&y*=(1&#) (y&x), so y* C y and moreover x C y* so P(x | C) C P(y* | C)
At this point then, consider any y Â int C. There must exist a generator b i such that ( b i , y) 0. Without loss of generality take b i =b 1 . We will need the following series of lemmas and a theorem to complete the proof.
Before we begin we will describe the most important elements of the proof.
The hyperplane ( b 1 , u) =0 which contains F b1 is a supporting hyperplane of C in the sense that ( b 1 , u) 0, all u # C. Hence y is such that ( b 1 , y) 0, then for any x C y it is also true that (b 1 , x) 0. In essence, any point, x, less than y must be on the side of the hyperplane opposite the cone. Furthermore we will see that the crucial consequence of the condition ( b i , b j ) 0, all i{ j, is that the projection onto C of any point on the side of the hyperplane opposite the cone must belong to F b1 . As we will see, this will allow us to reduce the problem for pairs x, y # R k with x C y to an analogous problem where the pair x, y is replaced by a pair u, v # H bi with u Fbi v, while the closed cone C spanning R k is replaced by the closed cone F bi spanning H bi . This will allow for a reduction of the problem to the k&1 dimensional space H b1 , thereby making an induction argument possible.
Remark. Thus, the orthogonal projection onto H bi of each w # C belongs to F bi . Equivalently, if one looks at the cone C from any point in front of the (opaque) face F bi of C, then the remaining part of C is completely invisible.
Proof. First note that 2 0 since w # C. Next for i=2, ..., m,
The result now follows since ( b 1 , w&2b 1 ) =0.
Proof. For any w # C we compare the distances of v from w and from w&2b 1 , where
But the last term is zero and all other terms are greater than or equal to zero so we have &v&w&
This completes the proof.
Proof. Take any z # F b1 and consider the function
is the projection of (v&\b 1 ) onto F b1 , it follows from (2.4) that ,(z) 0 for all z # F b1 and ,(z)=0 for z=P(v&\b 1 | F b1 ).
Theorem 6.7. Suppose x C y and assume ( b 1 , y) 0. Then P(x | C) C P(y | C) if and only if
Proof. Apply Lemmas 6.3, 6.5, and 6.6, the latter with v replaced by x or y. At this point note that H b1 is a lower dimensional subspace of R k . Since it is easy to verify that preservation holds for k=1, (6.5) would follow from an induction argument if the following were true,
That is,
denotes the dual of F bi relative to its linear span H bi . As to the sufficiency part of Theorem 3.3, it would be sufficient to establish both properties (6.6) and (6.7). This will be done in Lemmas 6.8 and 6.10 below.
Lemma 6.8. If x C y, then (6.6) is true; i.e.
and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 6.9. The generators of F* b1 in H b1 are contained in the collection
(6.10)
Recall b 1 is orthogonal to all vectors in H b1 and in particular (
This means that (6.10) is Thus we have shown conditions (3.2) and (3.5) imply the conclusion. To complete the proof, we recognize that (3.5) is equivalent to both (3.4) and (3.6). Note that no column of B can be devoid of non-zero elements. For example, if the first column of B contained only zeros then (1, 0, ..., 0)$ would belong to H contradicting the definition. Furthermore B contains 2k&2 non-zero elements but has k columns. Thus at least two columns must each have exactly one non-zero element. Since P( } | C) does not reverse, it follows from Theorem 3.6 that no two columns of B contain non-zero elements all of the same sign. Therefore there must be only two columns containing a single non-zero element and those elements must be of opposite sign. In summary, if no two columns of B are such that all the non-zero elements of the two columns have the same sign, there must be (a) one column containing one +1 and all other elements of 0, (b) one column containing one &1 and all other elements of 0, and (c) (k&2) columns containing one &1, one +1 and all other elements of 0.
The result will follow from Theorem 3.6 if it can be shown that (a), (b), (c) imply that B corresponds to a simple order cone.
Let j 1 be the column described in (a). Let i 1 be the row in which the +1 element of column j 1 appears. Let j 2 be the column in which the &1 element of row i 1 appears. Let i 2 be the row in which the +1 element of column j 2 appears. Continue in this fashion until the column described in (b) is reached. Notice that no row or column can be reached more than once.
We next examine the resulting sequence j 1 , j 2 , ..., j r . Of course, r k. First we note by definition of j 1 , ..., j r , that for x # C x j1 x j2 } } } x jr .
Thus if r=k, C is a simple order cone. We claim r must be equal to k. Suppose r<k. Then the remaining columns each have one +1 and one &1. Consider the companion sequence i 1 , ..., i r&1 . Let b 1 , ..., b k&(r&1) be the rows of B which are not among the b i1 , ..., b ir&1 . The rows b 1 , ..., b k&(r&1) each have zeros in columns j 1 , ..., j r . Thus b 1 + } } } +b k&(r&1) =0 which contradicts the linear independence assumption.
